
To all the nerds, the weirdos, the avatars, those mad about studying, the curious ones.  
Take this somewhere i/we don’t go.   
 

To all those mad about studying: 
D o what you are doing. Keep doing it. Observe the importance of what happens while 
doing. What are you doing. What is happening. Practice of anti-productivity. 
Refuse to be doing things all the time. Shift all of your attention to the thing that starts to 
appear. What is at play here? i/we refuse to be doing things all the time. Acknowledge 
the complex interrelationship between a text and other text. Notice the complex web of 
meaning making, of becoming and unbecoming. Our own meaning is not defined on it’s 
own. READ IN BETWEEN THE LINES. Come and play with this text. Allow yourself to 
become alien. Become alien. Resist the binary. This text is to be taken. This text is to be 
taken.  Decentralize knowledge production. Decentralize intellectual activity. 
Decentralize what you think study looks like.  Notice the strange cracks, holes and layers 
where intellectuality is happening. Become obsessed with otherly figures who are also 
studying.  Decentralize knowledge production. Decentralize knowledge 
production. Decentralize knowledge production.   Take turns in teaching and learning. 
Become possessed by beings other-than-human. ‘Do’ not in isolation. ‘Do’ not in 
isolation. Engage with others. Don’t isolate to Think. Listen to what happening between 
bodies. Don’t isolate to Think. Decentralize intellectual activity. Decentralize knowledge 
production. No alienation. No isolation. No marginalization. No individualization. No 
marginalization. No isolation. Text is as a space-transparency access availability 
accountability. Joy and pleasure is the mark of learning. The joy of intellectual work must 
be revealed. Don’t alienate as a means of learning. Intellectual work requires sociality 
and movement. Joy and pleasure reaches deep and lets the learning sink wide within. 
Think about how joyful learning feels for you. Think about how joyful learning feels for 
you. We have something. We already have something worth keeping.We have 
something. And we want to keep it. We aren’t have-less. We have something of  
importance.  Study is already always emergent and is not white. Study is not white. 
Studie is niet wit.  Together our affected body studies. Avoid foolish hate for opposition. 
Don’t oppose for the sake of opposition only.  Communicate differences in 
understanding without shame! Resist white supremacy and respect, welcome,  
encourage a healthy difference in understanding. Learn more. Read beyond what is 
written. 
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